ABSTRACT
Predictive analytics and prediction modeling has emerged as one of the largest applications of educational data mining methods, with particularly widespread application in dropout prediction. In this demo, we present reports from the BrightBytes Early Warning Solution, a widely-used platform providing information on which students are at risk of dropout and why. We show reports for teachers on individual students, the intervention management system they are integrated into, and more aggregated reports for school and district leaders. These reports and intervention management are designed to help districts move from knowing which students are at risk to taking action to reduce student risk and improve outcomes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Predictive analytics and prediction modeling has emerged as one of the largest applications of educational data mining methods. Prominent since the beginning of our field [2], prediction models for education have scaled to application on millions of learners [7, 6]. Their predictions are increasingly used to drive decision-making in schools, from the decisions made by teachers to the decisions made by school administrators. However, simply predicting an important learner outcome is not sufficient to answer the question of what we should do with that information [21]. It is also essential to provide actionable and meaningful information about those predictions to the people using them to make decisions.

Perhaps the widest application of prediction models in education has been the prediction of student dropout -- defined as when a student withdraws from or simply fails to complete a formal educational program such as high school [18] -- and student stopout -- defined as when a student ceases to participate in a learning activity such as a MOOC course [20] or a problem set [3].

Before modern machine learning techniques were available to school systems, districts were already experimenting with using data to identify students at risk of dropping out and targeting supports to those students [19]. However, early methods were not particularly accurate at predicting dropouts [11]. Machine learning methods are now able to predict student dropouts with more accuracy, which returns school systems to the question of how to intervene.

The first widely-used prediction model for dropout was the Chicago Model [1]. Named because of the data set used in its creation and its first location of wide-scale deployment, the Chicago model used a small set of manually derived indicators to predict if a student was at risk of high-school dropout. Taken outside of its original context, it performed relatively poorly [5, 6]. Later work used more advanced machine learning techniques to predict if a student would drop out of high school [e.g. 14, 16, 6, 7]. This work achieved substantially more accurate and precise prediction than the Chicago model [e.g. 6, 7] but at the cost of lower interpretability. Related work predicting stopout in MOOCs [20, 10], higher education [13, 23], and homework assignments [3] has leveraged similar machine learning techniques, producing successful prediction on new or held-out data, but again at some cost to interpretability.

In this work, there has often been a focus on comparing predictive accuracy between different models [5, 7, 23]. This approach has led to increases in our field’s ability to successfully identify students at risk of dropping out.

To promote effective action, the next step is then to provide reports about why students are at risk of dropping out to teachers, school counselors, and school leaders. Such reports must support natural processes of inquiry and sense-making among their users [22] and provide information that supports taking actions, whether for a group of students or individual students [22]. There is increasing interest and readiness for reports of this nature among teachers [12], particularly data that goes beyond just test scores [15].

2. BRIGHTBYTES: PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS ON DROPOUT AND POST-SECONDARY READINESS
The BrightBytes platform offers several types of actionable information to K-12 teachers and administrators, including reports on educational app usage, summaries of student surveys, and formative assessment reports. The platform is designed with the goal of supporting educators, administrators, and stakeholders invested in improving the academic and overall well-being of all K-12 students. BrightBytes’s platform is designed in partnership with researchers at the American Institutes for Research (AIR ®).
One of the key areas of functionality offered by BrightBytes is its Early Warning Solution, which provides leading indicators and early warnings to stakeholders across K-12 to identify students who meet or exceed school district-specific risk thresholds. The system helps a principal or teacher to determine which students need intervention immediately and allows stakeholders to assess the performance of their school. Models are used to predict both high school dropout and post-secondary readiness (operationalized as enrollment in higher education, post-high school).

For large school districts with a history of high-quality data, a Random Forest model is trained using the past data from the school district where it is applied. However, not all districts have sufficient data available. For those districts, BrightBytes’s Early Warning Solution uses an ensemble of Random Forest models, each trained using districts with particularly large data sets and high data quality. These “pillar models” are then ensembled using weightings derived from measures of the similarity between the district that contributed data to the model and the district the model is being used in [7].

Coleman et al. [7] studied the effectiveness of the BrightBytes model when applied to unseen school districts. They found that the model achieved an AUC ROC of 0.813 when applied to 9th-12th grade students and an AUC ROC of 0.740 when applied to 6th-9th grade students. They also found that the BrightBytes model performed substantially better than the widely-used Chicago Model.

Further analysis in Coleman [8] investigated algorithmic bias in this model. The analysis determined that the model performed acceptably for a range of demographic groups, but also noted that there was some variation in predictive accuracy across groups, performing 0.043 worse (AUC ROC) for the least-effectively predicted group than the median across groups.

3. FROM A PREDICTION MODEL TO MEANINGFUL REPORTS
A key step for the use of predictive models in education is the move from simply offering prediction of overall student outcomes to providing insights into why a specific student is at risk [22]. In this case, we are able to distill explanations for specific students’ predictions using information from the feature engineering process. Using semantically meaningful features as predictors makes it easier to then communicate the factors placing an individual student at risk (see, for instance, [17]). By contrast, using auto-encoders or other neural network based approaches to distill complex features makes it considerably harder to inspect specific cases and understand why a decision was made. In this case, the use of a theoretically-aligned set of predictors based on past research makes it easier to then translate predictions back to those theories and leverage decades of practice on dropout intervention based on those theories.

Specifically, we analyzed the data and our models to determine simplified relationships and risk thresholds for each of the predictors with high feature importance (which can be distilled automatically for the Random Forest algorithm, a benefit to using this algorithm). We then present the individual indicators and their risk levels along with the overall prediction. For example, a teacher using the system can click on a student identified to be in the highest risk bracket to see a dashboard that shows which features in the student’s data are contributing most to their risk label.

The visual, interactive data analytics tool allows administrators and educators to analyze current student data through dashboards. These dashboards provide important context about students’ academic, attendance, and behavioral risk, so that users can identify students at risk of falling behind and address each student’s areas of need (Figure 1). Our solution provides a holistic view by showing the interventions previously assigned to a student and allowing teachers to share notes and documentation of qualitative concerns about a student.

![Figure 1. BrightBytes report on a specific student's risk factors](image)

A school district in the midwestern USA had access to a state-provided student risk prediction, but that binary model provided no gradations in risk or information as to what services a student needed. The district was able to use the information provided in the BrightBytes risk predictions to target different kinds of intervention to students using their existing multi-tiered support system (MTSS) [9]. The differentiation provided in the BrightBytes risk model allowed the district to intervene earlier, and in a more cost effective manner, than they could previously.

Those interventions can be managed using intervention reports, which are designed so that teachers, principals, and district leaders can see key information in one place. The reports provide information in a timely fashion, so that educators can intervene early with specific programs like small group targeted reading sessions, one-on-one behavior counseling, and attendance management. They can track change over time with monthly refreshes of student risk predictions and daily updates of student data. The system also provides recommendations for action with specific students, based on the research literature. Principals can identify areas of need across their schools and district staff can view district and school challenges to distribute support resources in a targeted and efficient manner.

The intervention management solution is designed with the intention of bridging the gap between identification and intervention. Intervention management features a cumulative view by showing all student intervention records and documented resources across school years. The Intervention Student Profile allows teachers, principals, and leaders to see all intervention-related data for the student on a single page and is linked directly from the student’s risk profile. In one school district in the southern
USA, district school social workers reported that the BrightBytes platform replaced an onerous collection of disparate excel spreadsheets. This allowed them to spend less time identifying which students needed interventions, and more time getting students the help they needed. In one instance they were able to identify and intervene quickly with a student who had a sudden increase in behavior issues at school, helping the student to get back on track to graduate before his grades or attendance faltered.

Additionally, our solution includes overview dashboards that show the district-specific features that are contributing most to students’ risk of not graduating. The district overview - which can be filtered by school - disaggregates why students are at risk into three categories for intervention: Performance, Attendance and Behavior. This disaggregation enables school staff to understand which areas are driving risk and what types of interventions should be developed.

![Figure 2. BrightBytes report on a district's overall risk factors](image)

Several districts across the USA have reported using the risk models’ school aggregate views to track student transitions into 6th and 9th grade. The districts used this data to allocate counseling and other support resources based on the number of entering students who were predicted to be at higher risk.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Much of the published work on predictive modeling in education (and in data science more generally) focuses on improving and reporting improvement on goodness metrics such as AUC (and RMSE, log likelihood, F1, and other metrics). While this work is important -- we don’t want to present a teacher with a prediction barely better than chance -- predictive analytics of dropout is not just about achieving the best overall prediction. It is first and foremost about communicating what a student needs to someone who can do something to help them.

At this point, the challenge of being able to predict key outcomes like student dropout has largely been solved. We certainly can do more to optimize our models -- though much progress has already been achieved (see reviews in [4, 8]) -- better performance is still feasible. But overall, EDM as a field is now able to produce models that effectively predict student dropout.

The remaining challenge is one of human-computer interaction. We need to improve how we communicate not just whether a student is at risk, but why. And, from there, we need to study and refine our strategies for intervening based on the reports. The reports presented in this paper are a step towards the first of these goals. We are also working, as are many others, on the second of these challenges. Through our design efforts on these two goals, we can learn to better understand students and to better to support them in successful achievement in this key phase of their lives.
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